Abstract Initiation of partial melting in the mid/lower crust causes a decrease in P wave and S wave velocities; recent studies imply that the relationship between these velocities and melt is not simple. We have developed a modeling approach to assess the combined impact of various melt and solid phase properties on seismic velocities and anisotropy. The modeling is based on crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) data measured from migmatite samples, allowing quantification of the variation of seismic velocities with varying melt volumes, shapes, orientations, and matrix anisotropy. The results show nonlinear behavior of seismic properties as a result of the interaction of all of these physical properties, which in turn depend on lithology, stress regime, strain rate, preexisting rock fabrics, and pressure-temperature conditions. This nonlinear behavior is evident when applied to a suite of samples from a traverse across a migmatitic shear zone in the Seiland Igneous Province, Northern Norway. Critically, changes in solid phase composition and CPO, and melt shape and orientation with respect to the wave propagation direction can result in huge variations in the same seismic property even if the melt fraction remains the same. A comparison with surface wave interpretations from tectonically active regions highlights the issues in current models used to predict melt percentages or partially molten regions. Interpretation of seismic data to infer melt percentages or extent of melting should, therefore, always be underpinned by robust modeling of the underlying geological parameters combined with examination of multiple seismic properties in order to reduce uncertainty of the interpretation.
Introduction
Large volumes of partial melt have been suggested to exist in the middle and lower crust of orogens where they can significantly affect the crustal rheology and may enable processes such as strain localization, channel flow, melt channeling into shear zones, and postorogenic collapse [e.g., Arzi, 1978; Mckenzie, 1984; Hollister and Crawford, 1986; Brown and Solar, 1998; Rutter and Neumann, 1995; Brown, 2007; Kohlstedt et al., 2009; Sawyer et al., 2011; Jamieson et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2011] . The stability and rheology of active orogenies (e.g., Himalaya-Tibet orogen) is thought to be in part controlled by crustal melts [Vanderhaeghe and Teyssier, 2001a, 2001b; Teyssier and Whitney, 2002] . Seismology has been used to predict melt volumes in the crust and mantle in orogenic systems as well as volcanic environments [e.g., Hirn et al., 1997; Blackman and Kendall, 1997; Holtzman and Kendall, 2010; Bastow et al., 2010; Cornwell et al., 2010] . In the melt-rich environments of mid-ocean ridges (MORs) and volcanic regimes, it has become clear that melt shape and distribution is important when predicting melt volume [Mainprice, 1997; Hammond and Kendall, 2016] . However, this type of analysis has not been applied to orogenies. Nevertheless, an assessment of the amount and distribution of melt is crucial to understand lithospheric rheology.
Orogenies are different from MORs because they are chemically more complex: metamorphic phase reactions of multicomponent Si-rich crust leads to changes in both solid and melt phase compositions, whereas in MORB melts are essentially formed by decompressional melting of peridotite. Previous studies have analytically modeled seismic velocities and anisotropies of partial melt within an isotropic matrix [e.g., Walsh, 1969; O'Connell and Budiansky, 1977; Mavko, 1980; Schmeling, 1985; Takei and Kumazawa, 1995; Hammond and Humphreys, 2000a; Hammond and Humphreys, 2000b; Takei, 2002; Holtzman and Kendall, 2010; Hammond and Kendall, 2016] . However, melting in orogens is also predicted to be syn-kinematic with deformation affecting melt shapes and distribution, and leading to crystallographic preferred orientations (CPO) of solid mineral phases. As the partitioning of stress and strain between melt and solid is uncertain, different Magnetotelluric (MT) profiles identify regions of anomalies in conductivity, with high conductivity values within the crust known to result from melt, metamorphic fluids and/or brine [Nelson et al., 1996; Wei et al., 2001] . Lemonnier et al. [1999] conclude that a high conductivity zone across the Himalaya is caused by metamorphic fluids as temperatures are insufficient to yield melt [Henry et al., 1997] . Conversely, Unsworth et al. [2005] suggest there is an increased heat flow within the low resistivity layer, coupled with a viscosity reduction, indicating 5-14% melt beneath Southern Tibet.
In this paper, we adapt and further develop modeling methods used to estimate melt in volcanic regimes and MORs [Mainprice, 1997; Holtzman and Kendall, 2010; Hammond and Kendall, 2016] and apply them to a field example of a migmatitic shear zone. This approach incorporates the CPO, chemistry, melt shape, and melt body orientation with respect to the seismic wave propagation direction, in order to evaluate expected uncertainties and possible signatures of the combined effect of these parameters on seismic velocities and anisotropies. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is used to measure CPO in the sheared migmatites, from which models invoking varying amount, shape and distribution of melt allow us to assess their impact on seismic properties. We explain how the models are built and work for a simple case, we then apply the modeling to geological and geophysical observations. We show that the interaction of all the modeled geological parameters play a key role in the seismic wave behavior which, as a consequence, behaves nonlinearly across the examined midcrustal shear zone analogue.
Seismic Modeling
We have developed four melt models that incorporate shape and crystal fabrics to model the seismic properties of mid to lower crustal melt ( Figure 1 ): (a) ''no fabric,'' (b) ''shape fabric,'' (c) ''layered fabric, '' and (d) ''crystal fabric.'' Our starting point for the creation of models of seismic properties for partially molten rocks is to acquire EBSD data to give the mineral phase proportions as well as the CPO. The CPO and, consequently, its effect on seismic properties can be both strengthened or reduced during shear induced melting or anatexis, depending on the starting lithology and fabrics, associated phase reactions, and deformation style and magnitude. The inclusion of CPO into the models emphasizes the importance of the mineral composition and crystal fabric that can be up scaled to infer the seismic-scale crustal fabric, which in turns controls the seismic behavior [Lloyd et al., 2011a] . Our modeling approach builds on previous studies modeling the effect of melt shapes, distributions and orientations on seismic properties on one hand [e.g., Watanabe, 1993; Hammond and Humphreys, 2000a; Taylor and Singh, 2002; Hammond and Kendall, 2016] , and the CPObased modeling method of Mainprice and Humbert [1994] and Lloyd et al. [2011a] on the other hand. Our approach aims to examine the combined effect of the key parameters which affect seismic behavior: melt body shapes and orientations, and the CPO of the solid phase.
The elasticity of the solid phase is based on CPO determined via EBSD at the University of Leeds. This system uses an FEI Quanta 650 scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with AZtec software and an Oxford/HKL Nordlys S EBSD system. The seismic properties of the constituent minerals and hence the bulk rock were predicted from the CPO according to the modal composition [Mainprice and Humbert, 1994] . The model methodology, therefore, takes into account the anisotropy induced by the measured mineral properties in the solid phase [Lloyd et al., 2009] . We take this relatively standard approach further by then assigning melt fractions into the model in order to study how the combination of CPO-induced anisotropy and melt affects the seismic properties. Any melt fraction can be specified in the models, allowing the calculation of the seismic properties of the resulting rock-melt aggregate. In this approach, we have simply ''melted'' felsic minerals first without considering metamorphic phase reactions as the melting ''progresses'' (e.g., phase reactions from biotite or hornblende to pyroxene).
For the melt phase, we assume isotropic elasticity with a small but finite shear modulus. We assume a bulk modulus, K, of 16.1 GPa, appropriate for an andesitic composition [Rivers and Carmichael, 1987; Bass, 1995] and set the shear modulus, l, of 0.01 GPa. For reference, K 5 13.5 and 19.4 GPa for rhyolitic and basaltic melts, respectively [Rivers and Carmichael, 1987; Bass, 1995] .These values give isotropic properties to the elasticity and to allow calculation of the Reuss bound a shear modulus > 0 GPa is applied [Kushiro, 1976; Karato, 2012] . The same elastic stiffness matrix is used for all melt phases. However, the density of melt varies according to melt composition [Bottinga and Weill, 1970] , which is calculated via the ''MagmaDensity'' spreadsheet [Preston, 2006] . A melt density is calculated for each ''melted'' mineral using the molar weight percent of oxides, wt %, molecular weight, M W , giving the mole fraction, M F (equation (1)), and molar volume at 8008C, M T (the peak temperature for leucosome-rich domains in the natural example considered later) [Menegon et al., 2011] , from which a melt density, q, is calculated (equation (2)). Individual mineral melt densities are averaged according to modal proportion to give the whole melt composition assuming the same mixing laws as for solids. Figure 1 . Melting models to calculate the seismic properties with variation in melt fraction: (a) no fabric, (b) shape fabric (based on Tandon and Weng [1984] , adaptation of Eshelby [1957] ), melt shape varies between oblate ellipsoids, a < 1 (e.g., a 5 0.1 when X e :Y e :Z e 5 10:10:1), and prolate ellipsoids, a > 1 (e.g., a 5 10 when X e :Y e :Z e 5 1:1:10), (c) layered fabric (based on the theory of Backus [1962] ), and (d) crystal fabric models.
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The first and simplest model developed is the ''no fabric model'' (Figure 1a) , which constrains an isotropic end member case. It uses an isotropic solid rock aggregate with isotropic melt evenly distributed as spheres, such that there is no shape or fabric effect for melt or for solid in this model. To calculate the isotropic elastic stiffness tensor, an upper bound Voigt aggregate tensor is calculated for the individual minerals in the sample using functions within the MTEX toolbox [Bachmann et al., 2010; Mainprice et al., 2015] . The Voigt average stiffness tensor of the solid rock aggregate, C, is given by averaging the elements of the rotated single crystal tensor giving the anisotropic elasticity [after Walker et al., 2011] :
where Bunge Euler angles describing the orientation of each crystal are converted into a rotation matrix, gðu 1 ; U; u 2 Þ, limits of summation (1 and N) bound the number of EBSD points and each point is assumed to represent an equal volume of sample. Repeated indices imply summation. Similarly, the Reuss average compliance tensor, S, is found using equation (4):
The elastic stiffness tensor of the aggregate is calculated by Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging of the single crystal elastic stiffness tensor, C, and compliance tensor, S 5 C
21
. The elastic properties of each mineral are calculated using the single crystal elastic stiffness matrix with no summation (c ij , see Appendix A).
Individual Voigt tensors are compiled into an aggregate Voigt tensor according to the modal fraction of each mineral, alongside calculation of an aggregate density of the solid rock [Anderson, 1989] . A separate elastic stiffness tensor for melt is defined with a new melt density [Preston, 2006] . The bulk and shear moduli are defined for the solid and melt fractions and when combined, these return an isotropic elasticity matrix for the aggregate and the melt. The solid rock matrix is then combined with the melt matrix and converted to a Voigt tensor (equation (6)). Aggregate elastic stiffness tensors (C) and densities (q) for solid rock and melt fractions are calculated using the following equations within the no fabric model:
where C agg is the solid rock aggregate elasticity tensor, C melt is the isotropic melt elasticity tensor, / is the melt fraction, q agg is the solid rock density, and q melt is the isotropic melt density.
A development of the no fabric model is the shape fabric model (Figure 1b) . This model uses effective medium theory to build analytical models of the macroscopic properties of composite materials. Tandon and Weng [1984] adapted Eshelby [1957] inclusion theory for an isotropic inclusion in an isotropic matrix. Eshelby [1957] developed analytical solutions to calculate strain of ellipsoidal inclusions in an isotropic matrix. The shape fabric model incorporates a shape variant for the aligned melt inclusions within the isotropic rock aggregate, applied using the MSAT toolbox [Walker and Wookey, 2012] . Melt shape is modeled with a defined aspect ratio (a). For oblate ellipsoids a < 1 (e.g., a 5 0.1 when X e :Y e :Z e 5 10:10:1), and are used to represent isolated melt pockets, sheets and pillows. Spheres have an a 5 1 (X e :Y e :Z e 5 1:1:1) and produce an identical model to the no fabric model. Prolate ellipsoids, a > 1 (e.g., a 5 10 when X e :Y e :Z e 5 1:1:10), Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems The layered fabric model (Figure 1c ) also builds on functions within the MSAT toolbox, but this time applying the theory of Backus [1962] via an effective medium framework. Backus theory assumes that when isotropic layering is finer than the seismic wavelength, it can be replaced by a homogeneous transversely isotropic medium that behaves identically to the actual medium under static load in the infinite wavelength limit. In this case, the model is built by thin horizontal layers of isotropic rock aggregate and isotropic melt, with melt volume assigned via varying the layer thickness.
In the aforementioned models, the solid aggregate is isotropic but in nature this is rarely the case. The crystal fabric model (Figure 1d ) uses an anisotropic solid phase aggregate with a mineral CPO. The fabric is combined with an evenly distributed isotropic melt with the aspect ratio of a sphere. The solid phase fabric is, therefore, taken into consideration here but melt shape is not modeled. The upper bound Voigt aggregate tensor is calculated from the mineral CPO and the elastic stiffness tensors and individual densities for both the solid rock and melt are combined in accordance with the modal and melt fractions (equations (6) and (7)).
Once the density and elasticity of the melt-rock aggregate has been established, the next step is to find the velocities of seismic waves passing through each model. As these models are anisotropic the phase velocities vary with propagation direction and for any general direction three elastodynamic plane waves can be supported: a fast quasi-compressional wave, qP, with particle motion close to the wave propagation direction, and two quasi-shear waves, qS1 and qS2, with different velocities and mutually orthogonal particle motion normal to that of qP. As most of our models exhibit hexagonal symmetry, we drop the quasi-prefix and name these phases P, S1, and S2, and their phase velocities Vp, Vs1, and Vs2, respectively (Vp >Vs1 Vs2). For a given propagation direction, these velocities are found from the three eigenvalues, k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 of the of the Christoffel tensor, G G ik 5C ijkl n j n l , where n is the unit vector pointing in the propagation direction. Once the eigenvalues are sorted the phase velocities are given by
The eigenvectors of G give the particle motion directions for the three phases. In practice, we either evaluate the three phase velocities for a propagation direction accessible to seismological observation or calculate the phase velocities on a grid of directions to allow contouring the phase velocity surfaces as stereographic projections. The calculations and plotting make use of the MTEX toolbox [Bachmann et al., 2010; Mainprice et al., 2011] . We also calculate some derived seismic properties based from the phase velocities. In particular, we for each propagation direction we estimate the magnitude of shear wave splitting expressed as a percentage shear wave anisotropy, AVs, from
and evaluate the ratio of P and S wave velocities (Vp/Vs1 and Vp/Vs2), which can be compared to receiver function analysis. However, it is important to note Vp/Vs measured in receiver functions is typically for the whole crust rather than a single solid-melt aggregate as shown in the results here. To estimate Vp/Vs for the whole crust rather than a single solid-melt aggregate, we isolate the time, t, from individual sample velocities, by using hypothetical depths and sum over crustal layers (equation (10)).
The final step is to relate the velocities calculated in an abstract model to a geographic reference frame that can be related to the Earth. The modeling and sample reference frame, X m :Y m :Z m , relates to the orientation of the symmetry axis. In the case of an oblate melt inclusion, the symmetry axis is in the Z m direction.
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Samples are analyzed via EBSD in the kinematic reference frame where the X m -Y m plane is parallel to the foliation plane and X m is parallel to the stretching lineation.
Seismic waves propagate in a geographic reference frame, X s :Y s :Z s . Surface waves propagate horizontally and hence can be derived from the horizontal X s -Y s plane in the models. Love and Rayleigh waves are distinguished by the shear wave polarization direction ( Figure 2 ). Love waves polarize horizontally and are typically faster (Vs1) than vertically polarizing Rayleigh waves (Vs2) in most models. In contrast, receiver functions and shear wave splitting come from teleseismic waves and assume a vertical path. Thus, they can be derived from the Z s direction which is vertical in the models (Figure 2 ).
Model Results
In order to show the general behavior of each model, we have used sample SIP20 (see Table 1 ) considered cases from 0 to 40% melt, after which value the crystal framework for an effective medium breaks down and viscosity rapidly decreases [Lejeune and Richet, 1995; Rosenberg and Handy, 2005] . The seismic results for the four models (no fabric, shape fabric, layered fabric, and crystal fabric) are plotted in 3-D via stereographic projections for a 20% melt volume ( Figure 3 ) and also as analogues for surface waves, X m -Y m , and teleseismic, Z m ( Figure 4) . Unless stated the model reference frame (X m :Y m :Z m ) are equal to the geographic reference frame (X s :Y s :Z s ).
3-D Seismic Projection
Stereographic projections of seismic properties for each model show the elastic stiffness relationship when 20% melt is introduced to the solid rock ( Figure 3 ). As expected, the no fabric model has no variation in 3-D space, yielding identical values for the maximum and minimum in each seismic property, it is isotropic. The impact of the alignment of melt can clearly be recognized in the shape and layered fabric models. When the melt inclusion symmetry axis is parallel to Z m (e.g., layered fabric model, horizontally aligned oblate ellipsoids and vertically aligned prolate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model) velocity lows are parallel to X m and Y m . This behavior switches if the melt inclusions are rotated and the symmetry axis is in the X m direction, where velocity lows parallel to Y m and Z m . The stiffness matrices for the layered fabric model are similar to those for horizontal oblate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model melt, and hence produce similar seismic velocity behavior. The crystal fabric model considers the mineral CPO and results in a nonuniform seismic projection. This indicates that the CPO induces an anisotropy into the solid phase and, therefore, to the bulk solid-melt aggregate, however, the mineral CPO effect is weakened as melt volume increases. Variations in orientation within the shape fabric model simply alter the alignment of the symmetry axis, as the maximum and minimum are identical for each variation.
Large difference between Vs1 and Vs2 for oblate ellipsoids and layered melts produce large S wave anisotropies. Here we show the results for oblate ellipsoids with an a of 10 22 , the layered fabric model and oblate ellipsoids give similar results if a 5 10 24 as this aspect ratio is large enough to be comparable with continuous (''infinite'') layers. The large differences between Vs1 and Vs2 also result in large Vp/Vs ratios as Vs1 Vs2. For horizontal oblate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model, the Vp/Vs1 ratio is 60% Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems
lower than the Vp/Vs2 ratio. Similarly, Vp/Vs1 is also 60% lower than Vp/Vs2 for the layered fabric model, although the maximum ratio is much larger at 27.76 for Vp/Vs1 and 43.46 for Vp/Vs2. These very high Vp/Vs ratios are much larger than measured from the field (e.g., the Afar Rift in Ethiopia has a maximum Vp/Vs of 2.2) [Hammond et al., 2011] , this is the result of not measuring Vp/Vs over the whole crust and focusing on a solid-melt aggregate.
Surface Waves
Surface waves propagate in the X m -Y m plane and are sensitive to the S wave velocity. Where Vs polarizes horizontally the surface wave signal would represent Love waves, Vs1 polarizes horizontally for all models except prolate ellipsoids with a symmetry axis parallel to Z m (Figures 2, 4 , X-Y2). While Vs2 polarizes vertically and The no fabric, crystal fabric and prolate ellipsoids in the shape fabric models give a linear decrease for both Love (Vs1) and Rayleigh (Vs2) waves, decreasing at different rates between models. In the X m direction for Love waves for the layered fabric and the horizontal oblate ellipsoids in the shape fabric models, the decrease is also linear but variable between models (Figure 4 , X2). Whereas it is nonlinear for Rayleigh waves for the same models, with a rapid decrease in velocity to 25% melt, followed by a more gradual decrease to near 0 km/s at 40% melt (Figure 4, X3) . A similar behavior is observed in the Y m direction for these models (Figure 4 , Y2-3). Strong variations between Love and Rayleigh wave velocities have been observed in melt-rich volcanic settings. For example, Love waves propagate faster than Rayleigh waves in a magmatic sill complex beneath the Toba caldera [Jaxybulatov et al., 2014] and a strong radial anisotropy observed in the crust beneath Costa Rica is attributed to the presence of melt-rich sills [Harmon and Rychert, 2015] .
The variations in Vs are reflected in the AVs behavior (Figure 4 , X-Y4): AVs is 0% where there is no difference between Love and Rayleigh waves, but equally very large anisotropies are induced when there are differences between Love and Rayleigh waves. The greatest AVs observed is for the layered fabric model, where AVs increases rapidly to 180%. This same behavior but increasing up to 120% is seen for horizontal oblate ellipsoids in the X m and Y m directions. Prolate ellipsoids also show an AVs increase up to 20% at 40% melt in the X m and Y m directions. The crystal fabric model has a constant AVs between 0 and 4% depending on initial mineralogy of the sample. Hammond and Kendall [2016] also modeled the effect of oblate to prolate ellipsoidal shaped melt on seismic properties for the Afar Rift, Ethiopia, they found similar results for a large radial anisotropy when oblate ellipsoids are modeled. Figure 5 shows the results for the reduction of surface wave velocities where Vs/Vs 0 is the Vs at the specified melt fraction divided by the Vs 0 at 0% melt. Love and Rayleigh waves are calculated for the X m and Y m directions. All models show a reduction of Vs/Vs 0 , but this reduction is not linear for models which include low aspect ratio melt inclusions. For Love waves, Vs/Vs 0 decreases linearly for the no fabric and layered models and horizontal oblate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model. The crystal fabric model also decreases linearly but at a slower rate, whereas vertical prolate ellipsoids decrease faster. For Rayleigh waves, Vs/Vs 0 behaves identically to Love waves for the no fabric and crystal fabric models as well as horizontal prolate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model. Prolate ellipsoids show a slower rate of decrease for Rayleigh wave reduction than they did for Love wave reduction. Oblate ellipsoids show a rapid decrease in Vs/Vs 0 and the layered fabric exhibits an even faster reduction.
The symmetry axis of all the models is orientated in the Z m direction, thus surface waves for the X m :Y m plane is nondirection dependent.
Teleseismic Waves
Seismic waves travelling in the Z m direction (approximate analogue for subvertical teleseismic waves) are shown in Figure 4 (Z126). For most models, Vp shows a linear decrease but at differing rates depending on the model, with the layered fabric and the horizontally orientated oblate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model showing an initial rapid decrease before decreasing at a slower rate after 25% melt is introduced (Figure Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems
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4, Z1). Vs decreases linearly for most models (Figure 4 , B-C3), however, the layered fabric and oblate ellipsoid models show initial nonlinear behavior.
AVs can be measured from teleseismics via shear wave splitting where the shear wave window limits the use of Vs to within 358 of vertical, here we calculate the AVs to illustrate the model properties. A 0% anisotropy is observed for the no fabric, shape fabric and layered fabric models (Figure 4, Z4 ). Vs1 and Vs2 are equal in the Z m direction for these models as the symmetry axis is also orientated in the Z m direction. The crystal fabric model has a constant AVs of 1.67% due to small variations in Vs caused by the solid rock anisotropy.
Vp/Vs can be measured via receiver functions, back azimuthal variations can be used to acquire two Vp/Vs values [Hammond, 2014] . Here Vp/Vs is 1.66 at 0% melt for all models increasing to 1.73 at 40% melt for the no fabric and crystal fabric models and 2.03 at 40% melt for prolate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model. Oblate ellipsoids exhibit a faster rate of increase in Vp/Vs1 and Vp/Vs2 increasing up to 5.32 at 40% melt (Figure 4 , Z5-6). The layered fabric model increases rapidly and nonlinearly to Vp/Vs of 30 where it remains approximately constant after 15% melt.
Regional tomography is sensitive to Vp in near vertically propagating waves approximately in the Z m direction. One way to recover Vp in the X m -Y m plane could be refraction tomography (e.g., Pn tomography), which, if the refracting interface is above the melt zone, could reveal azimuthal variation in the horizontal P wave velocity in the melt layer [Hammond and Kendall, 2016] . Vp shows similar behavior for most models, with a linear decrease for increasing melt fraction (Figure 4 , X-Y1). Even in the case of linear decrease, it is not identical for all models: the crystal fabric model decreases in Vp at a slower rate than the no fabric and layered fabric models, whereas prolate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model decrease at a faster rate.
For the Vp/Vs1 in the X m and Y m directions, all models show low ratios (1.66 at 0% melt to 1.71-1.73 at 40% melt), reflecting the Vp and Vs1 behaviors described above (Figure 4 , X-Y5). This relationship is also observed in the X m and Y m directions for Vp/Vs2 for the no fabric, prolate ellipsoids, and crystal fabric model. Vp/Vs2 for oblate ellipsoids shows a gradual increase up to 8.18 at 40% melt and reaches 50 for the layered fabric model. Hammond and Kendall [2016] also calculated a high Vp/Vs ratio from receiver functions and vertically polarizing Vp/Vs when an oblate ellipsoidal melt inclusion is modeled.
Rotation of Melt Inclusions
An oblate ellipsoid can be used as an application for isolated melt pockets and sheets with finite dimensions (at the scale of the seismic wavelet) and low aspect ratios, reflecting an overall flattening of the rock volume during melting (e.g., lenses of melt parallel to foliation in orogenies). Melt shaped like prolate ellipsoids can be used as an analogue for elongate magma tubes or smaller melt pockets with finite dimensions and high aspect ratios where the rock is subjected to overall constriction during melting (e.g., magma tubes to transport melt in low strain regions). In both cases, the melt volumes often, although not always, follow preexisting geological features such as bedding, foliation, or shear zone/fault planes. These geological features are usually not at perfectly right angles to the seismic wave propagation direction, whereas the models above and those often used in literature presume this to be the case. However, the angle of incidence of the seismic wave with respect to the feature being imaged greatly affects the observed seismic signal. Figure 6 illustrates the results for each seismic property at 20% melt when the ellipsoids are rotated with respect to the wave propagation direction. As the symmetry axis for oblate melt inclusions is in the Z m direction, therefore rotations of 908 are shown around the X e or Y e planes and measured from Z m . The symmetry axis for vertically orientated prolate ellipsoidal shaped melt inclusions is also in the Z m direction and seismic properties are measured from this direction when rotated around the X e or Y e planes. Below each graph is a stereographic projection at 158 intervals of the Vp, Vs1 and Vs2 to show how they change as the inclusions are rotated. For oblate ellipsoids, there is a large variation in seismic velocity as the inclusions are rotated. The velocity changes are not linear as shown by the velocity and Vp/Vs ratio graphs. Where Vs1 and Vs2 are equal there is no shear wave splitting, and hence no anisotropy is observed at 08 and the inflection point at 458. For prolate ellipsoids, velocity change with rotation is not as pronounced. Variation between Vs1 and Vs2 between 608 and 908 induces a 10% anisotropy and the Vp reduces only slightly between 208 and 608 rotation.
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Application to Migmatites
To test the models in a geological setting, we take a simple system to explore the range of results before finally comparing with results from an active orogen. Our melting models are applied to samples collected across a migmatized shear zone, in order to investigate how the observed changes in melt fraction, melt 
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pocket/layer shape and orientation, and the CPO of the solid phase affect the seismic wave behavior across a deep crustal, partially molten layer. The field example, therefore, serves as an analogue for a deep crustal partially molten shear zone/layer such as has been assumed to exist under the Himalayan-Tibetan crust. The results underline the difficulty of interpreting melt fractions from seismic data.
The field analogue comes from the Seiland Igneous Province (SIP), western Finnmark, Northern Norway (Figure 7) . The SIP forms the uppermost structural unit of the Kalak Nappe Complex [Sturt et al., 1978] . It consists of a suite of deep-seated magmatic rocks ranging in composition from ultrabasic to nepheline syenitic and carbonatitic [Krogh and Elvevold, 1990; Elvevold et al., 1994] . The intrusive event was short lived between 579 and 550 Ma and emplaced during a preorogenic extensional phase related to the initial stages of the opening of the Iapetus Ocean [Roberts et al., 2006] . The magmatism was much more voluminous than the current surface exposure of 5400 km 2 , which only represents the roots of the intrusions [Roberts et al., 2006] . The oldest rocks in the Øksfjord area are garnet-bearing paragneisses from the Eidvågeid Sequence [Akselsen, 1982] . The plutons have intruded these paragneisses of unknown age, and resulted in at least one phase of partial melting of the gneisses [Krogh and Elvevold, 1990] . The resulting peak-temperature granulite facies mineral assemblage includes a quartzofeldspathic leucosome with often abundant garnet porphyroblasts. The sampled traverse is across an intensely deformed, migmatized paragneiss shear zone sandwiched between two mafic plutons ( Figure 7 ). Samples are cut in the kinematic reference frame where X m is parallel to the mineral stretching lineation and X m -Y m is parallel to the foliation plane. Samples are mounted exposing the X m -Z m plane, the profile plane to the shear zone for that sample; although this plane is sample dependent its orientation is approximately 020/40E. [1973] ). Detailed map A shows a traverse through a migmatitic shear zone with sample locations identified in blue, section line X-X 0 corresponds to the graphs in Figure 9 .
The paragneisses display mainly stromatic migmatites although some ptygmatic or schollen structures also occur [see e.g., Wimmenauer and Bryhni, 2007 , for migmatite terminology and classification]. Stromatic migmatites are observed on a variety of scales (Figure 8 ). The stromatic layering of the migmatite shows the segregation of the leucosome (felsic) and melanosome (mafic) neosome stroma of various thicknesses from 1 to 500 mm. The center of the migmatized area mainly shows linear stroma but, in some places tight parasitic folds deform the stromatic migmatite. For most folded migmatites layer thickness remains constant (Figure 8c ), but in some localities the leucosome varies in thickness and the fold hinges in the restite thicken forming similar folds. The edges of the paragneiss zone sometimes display schollen structures where rafts of nonmigmatized restite remain intact and the leucosome flows around the rafts. More distally, where the rock is predominantly gabbroic, there are occasional migmatite flow channels. These channels increase in frequency toward the paragneiss and eventually blend into the paragneiss and indicate a graduated contact between the paragneiss and the gabbro.
Seismic properties were calculated for multiple samples from a traverse across a shear zone in the SIP for the four models: no fabric, shape fabric, layered fabric, and crystal fabric. The paleomelt fraction varies for each sample and has been quantified by microstructural analysis of the sample-optical analysis of mineralogical grain textures and study of Euler angles for individual phases (see Table 1 for detail on melt quantification). Results shown in Figure 9 are for waves propagating in the horizontal X m and Y m directions and vertical Z m direction, giving analogues to surface and teleseismic waves respectively at the time of melting. These models, therefore, assume the melt pockets are either vertical or horizontal in the crust, in order to provide a simplified example of the effect of the different melt configurations alone. It should be noted that additional complexity, as shown in Figure 6 , would result from the equally realistic case of an anatectic layer that is inclined (i.e., at an angle to the seismic wave propagation direction).
All models show the expected general trend of a velocity reduction with increasing melt fraction but it is not a simple linear trend and there are significant differences between models. Mineral properties (matrix density and elastic stiffness) and CPO strength have a significant effect on the seismic velocities, although the latter is only present for the crystal fabric model. For example, the strongly orientated minerals in sample SIP43 (Table 1) cause a greater increase in the velocity for this sample compared to others at the same melt fraction of 15%. The layered fabric model therefore shows a much larger reduction of Vs2 compared to the other models ( Figure 9 , Z1-3), and the oblate vertical model shows consistently lower Vp and Vs than most other models ( Figure 9 , XYZ-1).
When Vs1 and Vs2 are equal, AVs is zero, as shown for the no fabric, shape fabric (when melt is horizontal) and the layered fabric models (Figure 9 , XYZ-4). The vertical oblate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model show an increase of AVs of up to 120% with greater melt volumes compared to 12% for vertical prolate ellipsoids. This is due to the isotropic melt shape component inducing strong anisotropy. The small differences between Vs1 and Vs2 in the crystal fabric model yields a decreasing AVs with increased melt, but the AVs variation is minimal when compared with the large increase in AVs caused by the vertical inclusions in the shape fabric model. Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems
Vp/Vs results for the no fabric model and crystal fabric models are similar (Figure 9 , XYZ-5, 6). They remain relatively constant, fluctuating between 1.51 and 1.83 and show a small decrease with higher melt fractions. Prolate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model have similar magnitude results but show an increase to 1.97 Vp/Vs for the highest melt fractions. When oblate melt inclusions and/or melt layers are considered, results indicate that the increase of Vp/Vs2 is overall reflecting an increase in melt fraction, but shows a much higher Vp/Vs than expected for crustal melts of up to 7.52. The layered melt model shows very large Vp/Vs ratios compared to the other models, usually around 30 but up to 57 is observed for Vp/Vs2 in the X m and Y m directions. Thus, an increase of Vp/Vs2 is likely to be a good indicator for the presence of melt layers or large aspect ratio ellipsoids. Vp/Vs can be estimated for the whole crust using equation 10 and a typical orogenic crustal section based on Jamieson et al. [2011] , where there is a 20 km solid upper to middle crust, 2 km partial melt zone and a 15 km solid lower crust. We assume the seismic properties of the solid crust are identical to the solid rocks sampled (Vp 5 7.2 km/s, Vs1 5 4.2 km/s, Vs2 5 4.1 km/s). When Vp/Vs is estimated for the whole crust the exaggerated effects of these melt layers are diluted (equation 10). The no fabric model, prolate ellipsoidal melt inclusions in the shape fabric model and crystal fabric models yield a Vp/Vs of 1.73. The Vp/Vs for oblate ellipsoids varies between 1.73 and 1.90 depending on the wave intercept direction. The layered model Vp/Vs of 3.80 is still high for crustal melts. 
Application to Seismic Data
As expected, seismic velocities reduce in the presence of melt, but this relationship is not linear. Our modeling shows that the reduction depends on the interaction of the melt fraction, melt body size and shape, angle of incidence for seismic waves, and the CPO of the solid phase (Figures 4, 5, and 9 ). The nonlinear reduction in the seismic velocities at low melt fractions (0-25% melt) is especially noticeable in the shape fabric and layered fabric models (Figure 4) . Differences in the reduction of Vs1 and Vs2 result in a varied AVs response when either CPO of the restite or the melt shape is considered (Figures 4 and 9) . The seismic wave incidence angle greatly influences seismic wave behavior (Figures 5 and 6 ). If mineral composition and density as well as the orientation (dip) can be assessed for the suspected partial melt layer/pockets, our models can help to predict more accurate melt volumes. However, if one or more of these parameters are unknown, confidence in predicting melt volumes is significantly reduced and only estimation of location, orientation, and possibly shape is possible [e.g., Hammond and Kendall, 2016] .
As discussed in section 1, geophysical methods used to determine the presence and volume of melt can yield different predictions (e.g., the Himalaya-Tibet orogen). Vp/Vs from receiver functions is one method commonly used to estimate melt fraction. For example, Kind et al. [2002] used teleseismic earthquake records and receiver functions to calculate Vp/Vs, allowing identification of melt accumulations in the Himalaya-Tibet orogen. From the melt models developed in this paper (no fabric, crystal fabric and prolate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model), Vp/Vs is not necessarily very sensitive to melt volume variations. Unless, as is often assumed, melt is oblate or layered, the change of Vp/Vs is minimal and can, in fact, reduce if the melt body is at an angle to the seismic wave propagation direction ( Figure 5 ). Thus, Vp/Vs is unsuitable for prediction of melt volume unless the geometric properties of the melt body can be independently assessed. However, this assessment is rarely made and melt bodies are assumed to be either vertical or horizontal in the crust, depending on the setting of the melt (e.g., magma conduit under a volcano or a migmatitic lower crustal layer, respectively).
In order to illustrate the considerable uncertainty and impact induced by the realistic variation in melt geometries, we compare our model results from this study with the Rayleigh wave velocity reduction (Vs/Vs0) results from Caldwell et al. [2009, Figure 10] for the northwest Himalaya. Caldwell et al. [2009] measured the dispersion of Rayleigh surface waves and inverted these data to obtain one-dimensional models of shear wave velocity structure. The comparison clearly shows that when geological factors like CPO or melt shape are considered, Vs/ Vs0 can vary greatly. Caldwell et al.
[2009] identified a 7-17% velocity decrease, indicating a 3-7% melt volume. This prediction used the models from Taylor and Singh [2002] and Watanabe [1993] . Taylor and Singh [2002] models horizontal aligned oblate ellipsoids with an a 5 0.1, we use an a of 0.01 in our models as this is the minimum aspect ratio observed in the field. Watanabe [1993] used randomly orientated triangular melt tubes. These models are plotted in Figure 10b together with our models. When the observed results are considered in terms of our models, the crystal fabric model estimates the largest melt volume (15-34%) for the 7-17% Vs reduction observed by Caldwell et al. [2009] . However, the layered fabric model estimates a much smaller melt fraction of 1-2% for the same 7-17% Vs reduction. We can therefore explain the 7-17% velocity decrease observed by Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems (Figure 5 ), the effect of isotropic orientated melt on Vs is clear as the layered model yields an 8-18% melt fraction for the 7-17% Vs reduction.
Thus, simultaneous use of Love and Rayleigh waves could help resolve more accurate melt volumes. This comparison emphasizes the importance of the different geological parameters and their effect on seismic properties. Importantly, this simple comparison does not include melt body rotation, which would induce an additional complexity and uncertainty to the seismic behavior. Hammond and Kendall [2016] conclude that seismology provides limited constraints on melt volume but can estimate the location, orientation, and possible shape of the melt body. The observations call for robust assessment of the geometric (e.g., melt orientation, Love and Rayleigh wave disparity) and geological (e.g., solid rock and melt shape) properties of the studied crustal volume to aid interpretation of the seismic data.
Discussion and Conclusion
Using the experience gained in the present study, future modeling efforts should aim at combining the CPO approach with melt body shapes, orientations, and connectivity. Nevertheless, the models presented here are geologically realistic and can be used to inform geophysical data interpretation and other modeling efforts: the four numerical melt models in this study use real geological data to calculate seismic properties. The solid phase properties and the mesosome (paleomelt) volume are estimated from microstructural analysis and input into the models. The effect of attenuation has not been considered in the paper, in a partially molten rock the important process is melt squirt either between triple junctions [Mavko and Nur, 1975; Mavko, 1980] or ellipsoidal inclusions [O'Connell and Budiansky, 1977] . In both cases, the relaxation time (frequency above which anelastic effects not expected to be significant) is proportional to the melt viscosity. Changing the melt chemistry at 10 Kb from an olivine tholeiite to an andesite increases the viscosity by 1 order of magnitude [Scarfe et al., 1987] . Thus, we can assume the relaxation time also increases by at least an order of magnitude and moving toward the unrelaxed regime [Faul et al., 2004; Fontaine et al., 2008] . This approximation to ignore the anelastic effect is more relevant to crustal melts than less viscous MORB.
The progression of partial melt is assumed to initiate with melt at triple junctions [Holness, 2006] . Such very small melt volumes cannot be modeled as spheres or ellipsoids as they are cuspate in shape [Mavko, 1980; Hammond and Humphreys, 2000a] . Takei [2002] modeled the seismic effects of cuspate-shaped melt inclusions, this is a better model for grain scale melt elastic effects than inclusion models. However, anisotropy is not directly addressed due to mineral alignment. The crystal fabric model may be appropriate when melt volume is low and the CPO is the more dominant factor. As melt volumes increase, melt body shape has a much larger impact on the seismic properties; melt may wet grain boundaries [Garapić et al., 2013; but see, Hiraga et al., 2001 but see, Hiraga et al., , 2002 and as volumes increase further, form lenses, layers, and channels, allowing transport of the melt [Kelemen et al., 1997; Berger and Kalt, 1999; Vanderhaeghe, 2009; Holness et al., 2011] . The transition between small melt pockets and large melt bodies is complex and depends on pressure, temperature, and mineral chemistry. This suggests that oblate ellipsoids in the shape fabric model and layered fabric model are most appropriate analogues for larger melt fractions. However, local geological fabric can be expected to have influence in the spatial orientation of these oblate ellipsoids and layers and they cannot be assumed to be either horizontal or vertical. Hammond [2014] shows how back azimuth variations from receiver functions can be used to determine the symmetry axis and thus orientation of melt layers in the crust via anisotropic H-j stacking. Exposed sections of migmatitic middle and lower crust clearly indicate that nonhorizontal migmatitic layering (e.g., due to shear zone formation or metamorphic dome formation) is a common phenomenon [e.g., Torvela et al., 2013; Platt et al., 2015] .
In this paper, we use analytical modeling, based on geological parameters, and a field example to demonstrate that although partial melt greatly affects the seismic response from the middle and lower crust. However, seismic properties do not vary linearly with melt fraction. Mineral composition, shape and alignment of melt, and the solid phase CPO also impact and can result in huge variations of seismic properties. Vp/Vs2 may provide the best constraint for melt volume if it takes the form of layers and oblate ellipsoids. Interpretation of seismic data aiming at quantifying melt percentages or extent of melting should, therefore, always be underpinned by robust modeling of the underlying geological parameters (mineral composition, melt shape, and fabric/melt body orientation with respect to the wave propagation direction) combined with examination of multiple seismic properties in order to reduce uncertainty of the interpretation. Similar effects can be expected to apply to other fluids in the crust.
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